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TOOLS FOR SALE
Quoted in The Arts & Crafts in Philadelphia, Maryland and South Carolina
1721-1785 as gleaned from newspaper
advertisements by Alfred Cox Prime
is a 1779 ad for a sale of woodworkers tools, apparently the kit of
Jeremiah Cresson of Philadelphia.
In it are listed a group of planes
which will repay study:
one jointer plane
one plow
one double iron fore plaine
one bracket moulding or base plane
one skew rabbit plane
one upright rabbit plane
one small astrigal
two fillesters
one la.rge ballection and two smaller ditto
two picture frame planes
one pair half-inch groving planes
one groving rabbit plane
one small sash plane
one small ogee
one small beed
one raising plane
twelve pairs rounds and hollows
one pair rule joint table planes
a double iron smoothing plane
straight block
The particular ad has been called to
.our attention by a number of members
Whom. we thank but do not credit. We ,
suppose a "groving rabbit" is a dado
but are open to other suggestions.
The "s_Ixaight block!' for the tarlier_
"strike block" suggests the term
had become part of woodworker
usage and was not merely a corruption fostered by commentators.

GOOD NEWS AND
BAD NEWS
The richness and volume of the material contributed by B-ARS members to PLANE TALK have been a
source of great satisfaction. We are
already assured that there will be
items of unusual interest in the next
several issues. That's good.
The bad news is that, as has been
usual almost from the beginning of
our journal, the publication of
many fine offerings gets pushed
farther into the future than we
would like. If your brainchild
has not yet seen the light of day
it most probably is stacked with
other fine pieces awaiting a slot.
Our editing process is a strange
one. We don't choose the pieces
for any current issue because they
are the best, or because they are
the work of good buddies. Our
criteria are: how well do pieces
fit into the space available?;
how can we get the most members
into each issue?; how long has a
particular' offering been on,the
shelf; what kind of a "mix" can we
create out of the existing material?; what pieces just seem to
demand to be associated?; what
pieces seem especially current
given the state of the art?; and
other considerations less professional like how badly are the editor's files screwed up at the
moment.
The fact that there is material on
hand must not discourage you from
sending articles and the like. Even
amidst abundance we need and want
a continuing stream of material
from everyone.

Tout. PLAN.
StiOoThiNG
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NOTES FROM ERV SCHAFFER
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4 " long. Plane is dated (with old
/
. H.HERBERT (zb) on jack plane 151
style incuse stamp) 1827. Has a W.BUTCHER blade with shamrock
Insignia (New to me!). The cap for the double blade is
P.LAW. Plane is beech.
. A long jointer that is well chamfered 14" long and having handle offset has a MARK MARSDEN blade (single). Roberts reports Mark Marsden as
a Sheffield Edge Tool Maker from - 1854 - 1891 - . If the plane werel
not in such mint condition, I'd swear it were 18th C. It is beech,
however. Rosewood handled.
. A 5/8" beading plane marked D.O.CRANE (zb)
. A 10" long birch bead plane having apparent makers initials horizontally across toe:
(zb)

Height

Below it are owners marks in
zb square:
4".
1
Height /

Plane is round chamfered and has 14 on toe as well:
Is 480.

L ooe•
•

Angle of blade
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The cartoon has already been printed in the Gristmill of M-WTCA.
It was a personalized card of good wishes sent to contributing editor
Seth lurchard when he recently underwent an operation on his hand.
_
-We think it -ticks off -.Eile'studious tool collector perfectly.
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Tracings from a moulder owned by
Tom O'Connor.

Another relieved wedge moulder, a narrow ogee
with soring,has been collected by David Weinbeam. It bears the boxed initials DM on the
fore end but is not otherwise marked. The plane
displays certain off beat characteristics. There
are no chamfers on the long, horizontal, upper
arrises of the stock. The vertical arrises of
the toe end have flat chamfers terminating in
simple stop cuts without gouge cuts or other
ornament. However, the upper toe end has been
rounded back between the chamfers. The original
treatment of the heel has been lost for the
/
2" and
plane has been shortened to the standard 91
crudely re-chamfered. DM may well have been an
owner-maker but his wedge, which we illustrate,
puts him among the group subject to southeastern New England influence. We estimate that
the plane was probably made in a period embracing the last decade of the 18th C and the first
of the 19th.
For the record we'd like to correct an implication contained in the PLANE TALK EXTRA issued.
in connection with the October 1981 meeting of
the EAIA. In that issue we referred, in passing and inadvertently, to "...plane markers,
Julius Barnard and Benjamin Alvord Edwards."
'
Although it is known from an advertisement in
a Northampton newspaper that Barnard announced
that he made and sold planes as well as furniture, we have not seen an example of his label
and do not really know whether or not he actually marked planes. We hope a future report of a
Barnard label will justify our choice of words
'
but we must emphasize that, of this date, no
mark of Barnard has been reported to us. Edward's
mark has, of course,been reported.
_
_
In the Iran Horse Catalog *23, Oct. 1981, are
listed:
. Plow (European style) - GAHRENS/HAMBURG
. Jack plane (Korean) - iron marked SCHISEPER
(said to be German),'cap iron marked DOUBLE
ACE BRAND.
. Smooth plane (Korean) - iron marked SCHLIEPER,
cap iron marked SUING LEE.
. Union Co *6 - iron marked LAKESIDE
- Adjustable rounding plane (witchet) - marked MOCERIDGE & FRANCIS/NEWARK, N.J. An example
of the unusual forms made by planemakers.
.Marking Gauge -TURNER & CO. If this is the
Sheffield firm then we are noting another planemaker who made marking gauges.
From Dave Truesdale comes information of a moving filletster with T B RHSSELL stamped on both
the fore end and the brass depth stop.
----A wooden depth gauge operated from the top by a
wooden thumb screw appears on an early plow
collected by Bill Eviston. The plow is unmarked
but appears professionally made, Bill tells us.
It is of birch with square fruitwood arms. Bill
hopes to hear of other plows, hopefully marked,
that have the wooden screw depth stop feature.

Dave Truesdale has noted two unusual Philadelphj.a
labels, BARRY & CO/PHILAZT (two deck). Both
are embossed, the first is a rabbet with a
James Cam iron, The second an adjustable sash
plane.with boxwood arms and nuts and is boxed
with lignum Vitae sapwood. The grain of the
boxing runs vertical to the long dimension of
the boxing pieces., Dave has also seen a two
deck BUTLER/PHILAD^ Matk in which the second
element resembles that of the Barry & Co plane
in general appearance as well as spelling but
he hasn't had the opportunith for a close comparison.
AUCTIONEERS
TOOL DEALERS
Several members and members to
be have asked us about the dealers
in antique tools. We supply the
following list. If you are a
dealer and have been overlooked
let us know.
DEALERS (no rating is Implied)
Birchland Antiques (Bill Neyer)
Box 94
Landisville, PA 17538
717-653-5969
Joe Dziadul
Heritage House Antiques
6 So. Geo. Washington Rd.
Enfield, CT 06082
203-749-6274
John A. Moody
The Tool Box
8219 Old Petersburg Rd.
Evansville, Ind. 47711
812-867-6219
E.D.Palinq
The Tool Guy
227 Say St.
San Francisco, CA 94112
415-334-7295
Roger K. Smith
Antique Tools & Catalogs
1444 No. Main St.
Lancaster, Mass. 01523
Mr. Smith limits his customer 1ist1
Winsor ( Bud) Steare
110 Glenwood Drive
No. Kingston, R.I. 02852
401-884-5049
John Treggiari
67 Lexington Rd.
Dracut Mass. 01826
617-459-9480
Vernon Ward
Iron Horse Antiques, Inc.
RD 2 Poultney, VT. 85764
802-281-4050
Don & Anne Wing
The Mechanick's Workbench
Front St. P.O. Box 544
Marion, Mass. 02738
617-748-1680
Tom Witte
Unique Antiques
Mattawan, MI 49071
AUCTIONEERS (No rating is implied)
J.P. (Jack Bittner
RFD #3
Putney, VT 05346
802-387-4234
Richard Crane/J.Lee Murray
Your County Auctioneer
Hillsboro, N.H. 03244
603-478-5723
Jenkins Auction Service
1965 East Conner St.
Noblesville, Ind. 46060
317-776-0311
317-842'-6193

SGA LE 1/1

I aquired this cornice moulder with several other wooden planes at a country auction
near Front Royal, Virginia in August 1982. The other planes in the group were by well
known plane makers working in the 19th Century, but, the cornice moulder has definite
18th Century characteristics, including, heavy chamfering on the plane body and wedge,
round topped tapered iron and early style offset tote. S'KERN appears in a ZZB on the
toe of the plane and on the plane iron. These marks were made by two different stamps,
as the mark on the iron is much larger in size. No other marks appear on the plane.
I can find no mention of an SeKERN in any of the available references so I guess he
could be added to the list of unrecorded possible planemakers. I suppose you could also
add him to the list of possible planeiron makers.
The planebody is beech, 14" long, 1.1 " wide including the applied fence and 3 1/8" high.
The pull stick is 8" long and 5/8" diameter. The iron is 7 3/4" long, 3i" wide at the
cutting edge tapering to 3 1/8" at the top. The fence is applied by three wood screws
and is original to the plane.
HAM WILLIAMS

SETH SAYS:
Dave Truesdale has responded very promptly to our request for information about
Goldsmith planes in VII-3-18. He has
been researching Philadelphia business
directories for about a year and has
sent me the results to date. The years
still to be checked are marked with a *.
William Goldsmith
1835-36 Does not appear
1837
5 Goldsmith's Court
1838
1839)
1840) 5 Goldsmith's Ct., h cor Budd&
Green
1841)
1842)
cor Budd & Green, h 5th & Green
1843
New Market & Green, h 50 Green
1844
1845-48 Same
1849-66 *
1867-68 Planemaker, h r 604 Peach
1869-72 *
1873 etc Does not appear
Eli Goldsmith
1867-68- to 1880 Usually listed as a planemaker
Mary J. Goldsmith, Widow,at same
1885
adress shown previously for Eli.
Presumably Eli died between 1880
and 1885.
This dates my GOLDSMITH/PHILA./COR.NEW
MARKET/WGREEN STREET/WARRANTED as somewhere between 1844 and 1866, which will
perhaps be narrowed down by more research,
and verifies the maker as William G. I
am not familiar with Philadelphia and its
street names and numbers, but I wonder
whether Goldsmith actually moved his
premises or whether the names and/or
street numbers were changed. The dates
in WPINCA should be corrected to 1837-69.
WPINCA does not list Eli. This is the
kind of very good research that we need.
William Warner, 513 W. King, York PA
17404, is looking for information about
the planemaker WM. Warner and his
various enterprises, such as the Phoenix
Factory and Warner & Driggs, of New Hartford CT beyond what is given in WPINCA.

Bill Banner and I recently
cleaned two sets of match
planes for a friend. One was
marked 1i and the other set
6/8. They were stamped L.SCOVILL, who lived in Johnstown,
NY 1781-1840 according to WPINCA.
I wrote to Willis Barshied, Jr.,
who lives in nearby Stone
Arabia, the site of a Revolutionar5
War strongpoint familiar to
anyone who has read "Drums
Along the Mohawk" or seen reruns
of the Henry Fonda movie.
Willis replied,"Most of my
Scovill planes came from a
carpenter by the name of Marcellus. Enclosed you will find
a copy of an invoice I have for
some of his planes. Marcellus
was boss carpenter when the old
Montgomery County court house
was built at Fonda in 1836-37.
(A cousin of Henry Fonda's told
me that the family moved to
Nebraska from Fonda, New York:
- Seth) He was also Justice of
the Peace in our town for about
forty years and a member of the
Assembly in 1841. Years ago I
came across many of his papers
scattered on the upstairs floor
of an outbuilding. By the papers
we could minutely detail the
building of the court house,
even to the names of material
suppliers and workmen. It is
said that the court house is the
best documented one in the State
due to these papers. I bought
what was left of Marcellus' tools.
Scovill lived less than 10 miles
from Marcellus.
Our friends planes came from
William Knaus, Superintendent
of the National Casket Co, in
Oneida, NY from 1920 to 1930.
There was a Marcellus Lumber Yard
in Oneida, which may have been
started by the same Laurence Marcellus.
•
S.W.BURCHARD
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LEON CANTIN
CORNICE MOULDING PLANE
A cornice moulding plane by a Canadian
maker,L CANTIN' collected in Maine in
1970, is reported by Fred Bair. In addition to
dimensional details indicated below, it is
13 3/4" long. Pitch of the iron is 46° . A curious feature of the iron is that on both top
<-2 7/8" —>

• 4.;
2- 3/Eir"=>
and bottom, there are vertical parallel streak
about 3/32" -apart, except where the cast steel
was applied.
From upper point of application,of the steel
to the cuffing edge, thickness tapers down by
1/32". Upper edge of the juncture is ?rregular,
a feature often found on early irons, but contrary to usual patterns, rust pitting on the applied portion is more pronounced than on the remainder.
Front and rear chamfers at top of main body
run back in gentle curves about 3/ 4" from ends,
stopped with gouges at lower edges. The 1/2"
hole for the "helper" pin is 3/ 4" at its edge
from the front, 5/16" down from the top.

We're Sorry. The name of the
contributor of this interesting rubbing has been mislaid.
Werbelieve it was an ETC member. Note that the plane has
been marked both by D. Malloch
&Son/Perth and P.Willey/26 Call
Lane/Leeds.

YOU EUROPEANS ALL LOOK

Introducing

WEGEES

- created by an Anonymous New Jerseyaln.%:

WAS D*H

A MAINE MAN?

by
Dale Butterworth
collected, mostly
Within a 40 mile radius of Farmington, Maine I have
planes all of
twenty
some
1983,
ry
Februa
within twelve months previous to
DA H. The planes withwhich seem related and seventeen of which are marked
with the initials
out the DH stamp are moulders, two of which are marked
is of beech. It
and
ed
unmark
is
third
CR boxed in a sawtooth border. The
planes and was in the
2" long but in its design is identical with the DH
/
is 91
of the DH planes are birch
company of a group of them when purchased. Most
ics indicating early 19th
and seem strongly 18th C. A few have characterist
s, a sash plane with a
Century.There are eleven moulding planes, two rabbet
a long jointer and a large
single knife and an open tote, a block or smooth,
wedges and an 18th Century
jack rabbet with a razee rear section, relieved
style open tote.
were found, PLANE TALKS's
In view of the location in which the planes
mark to that of L Sampson
DH
the
editor points out that the similarity of
one another and that
near
worked
(or L.S.) may indicate that these men
n planes have been
Sampso
L.
Maine.
both may at some time have worked in
the same surname have been
collected in Maine and other Maine makers with
locAh of the relieved wedge connoted. See V-2-6 and V-3-11. The use by
marked by Jo. Fuller sugvention and the existence of an L.S. plane also
s or Rhode Island but does not
gests early training in eastern Massachusett
At least one Maine planemaker is
bar emigration by one or both to Maine.
known to have originated in Massachusetts.
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A CHAT WITH A PLOW

by Bob Graham

At a 1983 flea market in Folsom, California, a used furniture dealer
had several wooden planes displayed for sale atop an oak file
cabinet. The one that caught my eye was a rather decrepit looking
plow. The rear arm was shortened and split. The wedge was an obvious
recent replacement. A crack ran through the forward part of the
stock. But the plow had an "early look" about it. It was. Just
below the usual "maker's slot", the strong, clear imprint read
"THO:GRANT/NEW:YORK".
After a thouough cleaning, things didn't look so bad. The wood was
sound and of attractive graining and color. The iron skate and
large rivets were only slighty rusted, and here cleaning revealed
the marks of hand forging throughout. After fitting an appropriate
looking wedge (I always mark and date replacement parts), the plow
was given a prominent position on the shelf--a handsome addition to
any collection.
A shelf is a fine place to display a collection, but a lousy place
to learn from one. As usual, this new find spent it's first evening in my hands in front of the television set. I don't recall the
program; in a few moments I had lost all interest, because the plow
had a better story to tell.
This plow is one of three surviving plows sold by Thomas Grant that
I know of.*_1Whereas Grant's moulding planes are remarkable for their
diversity of style, the three plows are of a single pattern. When
compared with plows of other early makers, they compare most closely
with those of Robert Wooding of London. My plow differs from the
other two examples in that there is no adjustable depth stop. The
stock is but -iw-Wide, and the bed only 1/4" wide. The cut would be
stopped by the sole of the plane at a depth of about 3/8", or one
and one half times the width. At some date,m approximately 1/8" was
planed from the sole, just skimming the rivet heads, when a groove of
greater depth was apparently required. La r a shim was added, as
evidenced by the stumps of four tiny treenails. This more recent
surface, perpendicular to the cellular rays of the wood, affords a
good view of their structure. Under a 14X Hastings Triplet lens, it
is easily discernable that the wood used is Fagus Grandifolia-American beech. This is interesting because Grant is thought to have
sold both domestically-made and imported English planes. As mentioned
earlier, the Grant plows extant compare in style to those of Wooding.
If they are not actually as early as the Wooding plows, this similarity can be explained if they are somewhat out of date colonial copies
of an earlier London example.
One of the other surviving Grant plows has the arms retained only
by their tight fit through the stock. My plow has slots for locking
keys, but the mortices are mismatched for size and are of indifferent
workmanship. The original maker left "layout lines" for the bed and
wedge, the placement of the rivets through the arms, and the.-location
of the iron skate, but no evidence of layout is associated with these,
almost hacked out, key slots. This was therefore very likely originally a "friction-fit" plow.

* ed. note: There is a fourth of different appearance in the collecion
of Dan Semel.
-1--11

Then I noticed something I had previously missed: the arms of this
plow are not parallel. With the fence positioned close in to the
stock, the tips of the arms are about 1/u" closer together than are
the opposite ends at the rivets. Further measurement revealed that
the centers of the rivets are set wider apart than are the centers
of the stock mortices by 1/16". I don't believe that this discrepancy
represents error in the manufacture or, what would be, a tremendous
variation in the arount of shrinkage along only 4 l/u" of long grain
in the stock and fence. I believe that this is an important part of
the design of this plow, and, if so, probably of other early plows
of the English type.
In figure (a) the plow arms are in the working position--non-parallel
and locked in the stock by heavy friction at the points indicted.
By tapping in one arm, as in figure (b), the effective distance
between the arms is reduced to that which equals the distance between
the stock mortices. The now parallel arms slide together with
relative ease through the stock. After being moved to the point
where one arm is in rough adjustment, the other arm is tapped in,
bringing the fence parallel to the skate and returning the plow to
the "locked" position. Fine adjustments are made by alternate tapping.
A requirement for plows of this design are very substantial rivets,. in
the fence/arm assembly. The Grant plow certainly has these, which
are reinforced by heavy wrap-around iron washers on top of the arms.
The rear arm shows a bit of permanent inward bowing due to the strain
imposed by the system. Of course, with expended use, in this case
perhaps some good part of two hundred years, these plows get loose.
As Moxon reported, wedges were rcutinely added to secure the arms
when they would no longer hold the adjustment. Wear occurs at the
obvious places like the pivots and the arm/mortice fit, but in a plow
of this design, wear to the face of the fence is especially damaging, because it is heaviest at the leading end. When the surface of
the worn fence is brought parallel to the skate, the geometrical
configuration of the arms and stock are moved closer to the "unlocked"
position.
It might be worthwhile to examine other early plows that are, or may
once have been, of the friction-fit variety. Of the only two _
possibles" in my collection, a sash fillister by A.WHEATON/PHILADA
is made to this configuration, while a similar plane by J.STILES/
NEW YORK is not. The arms of the Stiles plane are parallel, and the
keys which lock them are nicely fitted, and even appear to be
"factory original".
SEE ALSO:
Photograph of a Grant Plow, PT VI-4-l3
Photograph of a Wooding Plow, BPM II Pg. 66
Articles on Grant:
THOMAS GRANT,IRONMONGER, Semel
Robert Eastburn, THE CHRONICLE, 35-2-21
Survey of Grant Planes, PT VII-1-5
A comparison with Yankee conTfruction:
PT 11-4-12, III-1-7, VII-2-16
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A. COLLECTOR'S NOTES
or
BATES RELATES
by Alan Bates
- I! BIGELAAR embossed on an ancient-looking Dutch plane, found in Toronto!
Philip Walker tells me he knows of another and is sure this is an early
maker: No crowns or initials.
-HILLS & WINSHIP/SPRINGFIELD I MS embossed in the makers slot and HORNER
& SON/47nARKET ST./PHILADA incuse on the lower part of toe. Probably
made for HORNOR, a dealer.
-D.HEISSILANGr plow, the only one I've seen. Just about blew my mind
when I saw it on a flea market table. Early looking, with wedged arms.
-Handled bridle plow - see VII-3-15. This, I'm 99% certain, is American.
The bridle itself is japanned iron, secured to the fence arms by two brass
nuts just inside the arms. In the maker's slot is J.CONLY (incuse); this
name also stamped on top of the bridle between the two wing nuts. I'd
date the plane 19th C. Would be most interested to learn of any other
reports on J.CONLY.
- Another bridle plow, no handle, but with an ebony side grip opposite
the fence. Made by CURRIE/GLASGOW (1833-44), this may be of interest to
P.B.K. The basic style is similar to that pictured on VII=3=15, except
the bridle itself is iron and the round arms are encased in brass sleeves.
Quite a fascinating piece.
Just a couple more comments. On VII-3-20 Philip West asks about Wm BOYD.
Yes, Ile's' the same maker as W*BOYD of England (no city or dates as yet).
Two such marks have been reported to Bill Gogdman, one type with a comma
under the m (WV, the other with a period (W.).
A
On VII-4-16 Seth reports a ----R PHILAD . If this is all on one line it
must be M.DETER . PHILADA . If he can make out a centered stop between
"R" and "p" that confirms it. John Butler always used two stamps on two
separate lines. Thomas Napier rarely added the city name (I know of only
2 examples) and always in separate stamps. Souder also used separate
stamps.

J2oithl& join-teriron' .

TINKHAM

ANOTHER
by

Walter J. Marx
In PLANE TALK 111-2-15 Roger Smith noted a L. Tinkham on a beech
jointer.
In PLANE TALK IV-4-13 R.D.G. showed an illustration of a relieved
wedge from a V. Tinkham/Enfield plane.
In PLANE TALK VII-2-14 the article by R.T. De Avila on Levi Tinkham opened up possibilities of other Tinkhams.
To complicate matters I recently received a chest of 29 planes which
had been in the same family for several generations. The planes are:
- 1 M. Copeland z. Warranted plow plane
1 M. Copeland - Warranted rabbet plane
2 M. Copeland - Warranted moulding planes
6 Kennedy - Hartford moulding planes
1 Kennedy - Hartford rabbet plane
2 Kennedy - Hartford jointer planes
2 Kennedy and Co. - Hartford moulding planes
1 Kennedy and Co. - Hartford tongue plane
1 Kennedy and Co. - Hartford groove plane
1 Kennedy and Co. gutter type plane
/
2" long and are also stamped V.Hubbard.
The above moulding planes are 91
The following planes by an S. Tinkham are all 9" except the sash plane
/
2" long.
which is 91
1 S.Tinkham - double iron wood thumb: screw 'sash plane with a price
of $2.00 marked on it in ink in a manner which I believe suggests it was
the original price marking on the tool.
,
7 S. Tinkham -,skew rabbet planes
2 S. Tinkham - beading planes
The 11%S. Tinkham are more highly beveled than the other planes, have
relieved wedges which are similar to V. Tinkham/Enfield listed in PLANE
TALK IV-4-13.
The above information seems to suggest that we check Connecticut and
Massachusetts and in particular Enfield, Connecticutt to see if the
Tinkham planes can be documented. I hope furtker research can clear up
this can of worms.
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Above rubbing from the S. Tinkham sash plane
augmented for reproduction.
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A SMOOTH PLANE FROM THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

John W. Evans

My friend George Venn had the opportunity to live in Red China for a
year in 1982, teaching English in Changsha, a city of approximately one
million population and capital of Hunan Province.
a plane if he found one.

I asked him to bring me

George is a craftsman and appreciates tools,

although he his not a collector.

What he learned may be of interest to

members of B-ARS.
Irons are readily available in the shops but complete planes are not.
Wood is very scarce in southern China and craftsmen are expected to make
their own planes from whatever material they can find.

Used planes are not

obtainable because craftsmen depend on them for a livelihood; they are handed
down in families and are used up in service.

George reasoned that since the

maker must have a plane in order to build one, a limited number of currently
manufactured botioms must be available somewhere.

He eventually found a

store that carried them, bought one, and purchased an iron to match.

The

irons were all untapered and were slotted for a cap iron, but no cap irons
or complete double irons were noted.
and left unpolished.

They are surfaced with a rotary planer

The owner must make his own wedge from a rectangular

piece of 1/8" iron, with its corners turned to grip the cutting iron.

I

have accordingly made one in order to complete the plane.
The plane is of traditional Chinese design and, although produced in a
factory, was largely made by hand.
2-7/16" wide by 1-11/16" high.
chamfered.

The bottom measures 8-3/16" long by

All edges, except for the sole, are lightly

A strip of steel is let into the sole, at the front of the throat,

to prevent wear.

The cross pin is 5/32" steel rod.

The wood appears to be

oak and reflects material shortages in that it is from the center of a limb:
the pith stalk runs through it and it is already checking severely in the
drier climate of eastern Oregon.

The shaped transverse handle is made with

a tapered dovetail, is driven in from the right side (as viewed from the rear)
and secured by friction.

Chinese planes are used at the workbench and are

pushed; this type of handle provides a comfortable grip and good control.
1-- 1 fa

It is 10-3/16" long.

All wood has been given a coat of transparent lacquer

or varnish that brings its color to a warm orange-brown.

An inscription is

printed on the upper surface of the plane body, behind the handle, in Chinese
characters.

The following translation was provided for me by Daisy Rothgery,

who was originally from Taiwan:
MADE AUGUST 18, 19_80
NORTH ZUAN HE FACTORY, SHI LUZ, QIAN DISTRICT, HUNAN PROVINCE
The iron is 1/8" thick and is 1-23/64" wide.
used with bevel uppermost.

In this plane it must be

George indicates that the Chinese carpenters he

observed had sets of three planes--a smooth, a jack, and a jointer--but that
all three types had irons of the same width.

The iron is stamped with a

flaming brazier surrounded by rays; on either side is a Chinese character,
and below it their transliteration into Roman letters, GUANGMIN.

The two

words, GUANG and MIN, both mean "light;" combining them intensifies their
meaning.

Thus the brand name translates as BRIGHT LIGHT.

These planes are made for use, not for show.

See sketch.

Their overall workmanship

can be characterized as plain, almost rough, but entirely adequate for their
intended purpose.
The combined purchase price of plane and iron was approximately the
equivalent of $13.00.

Lmj 13J3
GUANGMIN

CONFESSION IS GOOD
FOR THE SOUL
Every now and again we try to inject a bit of humor, whimsy or playfulness into the rather factual columns of PLANE TALK. We've never yet heard
anyone laugh so we don't suppose we've been all that successful but the
effort will continue.
Several months ago your editor and your president became intrigued with
American
the ingenuity shown by the inventors discussed in Jock Moody's The
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and
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Sensing a possibility of a chuckle or two we ran it with the
Discovery in the pages of VII-4. To make the tool's method of operation
clear we included a fragment of descriptive text but to make sure its bogus
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111
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iously. Not wishing to
hed,
and anxious that PLANE TALK's reputation for veracity remain undiminis
we confess all.

From Bill Eviston
Tracing of the relieved wedge from
a 5/8" rabbet, 10" long with narrow
chamfers. The plane is birch with a
skewed iron.

•

A moving fillister
twice marked NOBLE recorded by Reg Fowle.
Several planemakers
named Noble are recorded in BP II but this
label is not described.

THE
(

TRANSITIONAL AND METALLIC PLANE INFORMATION
ROGER K. SMITH, Editor

STEERS 1880 PATENT
Douglas Eldridge of Biome, Quebec, has
reported finding an example of William Steers
first patented plane. This was of a design
shown in Canadian Patent NO. 5496 granted on
June 9, 1880 and U.S. Patent NO. 227,1452
granted on May 11, 1880. Both were issued
to William Steers of Sherbrooke, Quebec. The
plane is identical to the patent drawing
except that the side rails are decorative and
it has a rosewood handle.
The cutter is stamped STEERS & LONGS
PATENT JUNE 9 U.S. MAT 11,1880. Although only :
the Canadian patent mentions a W. Long,
apparently William Steers & W. Long were
partners in the development of this plane.
It is possible that Long was the financial
backer only.
Mi. Eldridge has done some research in
the Sherbrooke area. The 1875 Directory
indicates that W. Long was owner of a sash
factory and W. Steers was a patternmaker
working for the Snith-Elkins Mtg. Co. This
company made brass and iron works, agriculture implements, paper and mill machioery.
It would appear that they had the facilities
for manufacturing Steers first patented plane.
In the 1871 census William Steers was
listed as being 30 years of age with two
children. In 1892. Steers lived at Ascot
Cornerst -a small town on the outskirts of
Sherbrooke.
Earlier research (P-TAMPIA, 1827-1927,
pp. 194-6) indicates that William Steers
removed to Brattleboro, Vt. in early 1883 to
become Superintendent of the Brattleboro Tool
Co. He supervised the manufacture of planes
made under his 1883 and 1885 patents. The
Brattleboro Tool Co. ceased operations in
1887, and evidently Steers returned to the
Sherbrooke area. Mi. Eldridge promises to
do more research when time permits and we
thank him for his contribution.
A summary of William Steers 1880 patent
specifications, along with a drawing of his
plane, is reproduced here. This was shown
in the January 22,1881 Scientific American.

IMPROVED BENCH-PLANE.
TIv: engraving shows a device by winch the knife or
" iron " of the plane is adjusted to various inclinations and
secured in any position to suit the various degrees of bard.
ness and grain of the different kinds of wood on which it
may be used. The cap or back iron is adjusted to suit the
required angle of the knife, and at the same time OW back
iron serves the double purpose of both holder and back -iron
or cap as ordinarily used.
In planing soft wood the plane will be adjusted as shown
in the engraving, but when it. is desired to use it on hard
wood, the thumb screw above the iron is retracted, and the
nttt below the iron is unscrewed front the threaded stud
until the iron touches the cap as shown in dotted lines, or
the iron may be placed in any intermediate position. The
nut upon which the back of the plane iron rests carries an
, eccentric pin which engages one of three or four slots in
the back of the iron, and serves to regulate the distance the
iron projects front the face of the plane.

STEERS' BENCH-PLANE.
A shaft extending across the plane has a pin which projects into a hole in the cap; by turning this shaft the cap is
moved in one direction or the other as may be required.
,
When all of the parts are in the required position they:
are made fast by turning the thumb screw that bears upon'
the back of the iron.
This invention has been patented by Mr. William Steers.
of Sherbrooke, Canada.

Steers 1883 Patented Plane Mfr. by
Brattleboro Tool Co.

JONES SHOOT BOARD PLANE
The illustration & text reproduced here are from the May 1879 issue of The Scientific
Canadian. Additional insight is given on the operation of the shootboard plane patented
by ,Joseph Jones of Newark, N.J., Patent NO. 52,719 granted Feb. 20, 1866.(See P-TAMPIA,
1827-1927, pp. 146-48.)
PLArTai.
IL NEW ronirr AND la=
We give a front and rear v:ew of the tool, and diagrams ilin-tr.it•
ins the kind of work it is capable of doing T. e Ivor.' i I.lace.l
upon a tahle, which way be inclined to any required angle with
the face of the plane. It is cansed sl4o to abut against a
head or stop, wnich also is ad,iustabie tc any required
The plane proper runs upon ways formed npon the upper p:rt
of an adjustable bed, and by the proper adjustment of :nese
three elements any required angnlar form is quickly and accurately produced, without measurement of the w.-.rk, And of the

rest used in finishing long piecea of work and making sections of
a circle for the rinis of wheels or puller'. It is held by the nee
of a thumb-screw, and when not in use is folded back out of the

precise size required. The rear view of the planer, shown in Fig.
shows the pivoted head or stop, with its graduated scale for !
forming the different angles desired to 45 degrees. It also shows
the ataichsamit of the plane-iron to the plane by the use of a I
lever and screw which easily regulate or get, attach or detach the
iron. The thumbs-screw above the plane re„rulates and squares
this plate of iron with the face of the plane. The ways. of dove.
tailed !grooves, whi.oh guide the movements of the 'Wane on the
bed-plata are also shown. By the use of the thumb-etc:mu% shown
at the and of the bed-plate, the latter is lowered so as to nee the

bolt at the end of the table is used in fastening the plasm to the
bench, that it may be instantly changed to any position desired
to suit the convenience of the workman.
It is claimed by the inventor that • saving of 50 per cont. ilz
pattern work may be made by the use of this Pianist, la at all ex.
aggerated. The tool is receiving the highest commendation from
pattern and model makers, builders, cabinet makers, rod joiners,
and we are informed that orders have been received for it from •
large number of the most prominent, enterprising,. and milid
manufacturers in the eiountey— men who are thommives skili

way.

The ,rnall adju,tsible piece working in the front circular slot
serves as 11 support for lengthy pieces while mitreing the end,
and. when reversed, steadies or s urely holds any shaped
moulding, either side up, in its position for mitreing, while it
rests on the face-plate or table below ; when not in use, it is
slipped down to the end of the slot out of the way. The long

F.,. 2.
fall width of the cutting plate in planing
nieces, thus
Firing to the plane an oblique or snetr e.tit tnst
the nlaneiron from becoming dull at the bottom, while the portion not in
use still remains sharp. This bed -plate is nrcridal with a cornpennating pb, by which any or all of the ranntre or sliding part
of the plane is taken up.
In Fig. 1, the front view, the sdinstah'ie table nnon whieh the
to be worked rfnli, is shown directly in front of the plane.
This tsbie or plate may be eleicated to any re/mired angle i ,y the
passage of the slide lints or hers nivnteoi to the table over the
iron rod in front, and when adjnet-ri •- the nrrnee angl- may be
securely held by tichtenir.; the thlirr •-tiew at :tie end of the rod.
The lona flat pareein freir.t -4- the riTti -d head is a side-bar or

I matthiniets, pattern-makera builders, and joiners, as well ILI Dien
I .1f other trades in which the planer can be used to advantage.
I
I

JOHN MUNK'S PLANE VS. THE CHATTFNGE PLANE
The accompanying illustration shows a
new iron smoothing plane which has just been
patented by Messrs. John Munks and Sons, of
Norfolk Works, Sheffield. Its chief novelty
consists in the easy manner in which the iron
is adjusted, which will commend this new woodworking tool especially to amateurs, although
it will be none the less welcomed on this
account by professional workmen. Apart from
the serviceable nature of the plane, the
means of easy adjustment will be of great
assistance to amateurs, as they have always
been placed at a disadvantage with the old
wooden plane. To do good work it is
necessary that the plane-iron should be very
accurately adjusted, and unless this is done,
no matter how sharp the edge of the planeiron may be, the workman will be unable to
make mush use of the plane. This plane,
however, is the very model of simplicity, as
far as accuracy of adjustment is concerned,
for by the slightest turn of the thumbscrew
in front of the handle the iron may be regulated to the greatest nicety, making it a

perfect pleasure to work with it, as well as
a boon to the workman. Perfect evenness and
trueness is secured by the iron working in a
slide by which it is kept in position. It is
well adapted for all kinds of work, executing
with equal ease crossgrain cutting as well as
straight work. Its efficiency in this re4
spect is secured by the reduced angle at
which the iron is placed. I am informed that
workmen who have tried and tested it affirm
it to be a great improvement on all existing
planes of the kind: its manifest advantages
to amateur_wood-workers will be readily
perceived and acknowledged by all who may
use it. It may be obtained at several of
the leading tool shops in London and in the
large provincial towns, but should any
difficulty arise in obtaining it, it will
be sent by the manufacturers to any applicant
on receipt of 3s. 3d. At present it is made
in only one size, namely, 7 in. in length
with 1 7/8n cutter. This, however, is a
very useful size for amateurs.

The above information was sent in by

Walter Phelps and is a direct quote from the
British trade journal Amateurs in Council
dated 18814. No tool collector or dealer in
England has ever reported seeing one of these
planes.
It is interesting to note the similarity
between Munk's plane and the Challengeplane.
shown here and on p. 166 of P-TAMTIA. The
close proximity of the patent dates is probably more than coincidental. It would appear
that the Challenge plane influenced Munk's
design.
The Challenge plane was mfr.
under three patents granted
to Arthur T. Goldsborough of
Washington, D.C.

•
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•

sPittrit.,
•
MUNKS AND SONS' NEW IRON SMOOTHING PLANE.

CHALLENGE
IRON PLANES.

NO. 2814,732 Sept. 11,1883
NO. 293,863 Feb. 19, 18814
NO. 293,8614 Feb. 19, 1884
John Munk's British Patent
NO. 1511

Jan.

16, 18814

Advertisement for the
Challenge Plane as sold by Tower
& Lyon, N.Y., Carpentry &
Building Magazine, 1889. (Paul
Kebabian Collection)

M,\e offer in the CHALLENGE PLANES the utmost simplicity of construction in pert., .eertiu.r Inn,. It will he admitted that nothing further eau be hoped for in the reduction of the number of teirt anti the simplifying of constniction in
Plane In the CHALLENGE this result is gained withont the sacrifice of any point de,iruble in the tool. On the contrary, we
get a saving io weight, without any loss of strength and reliability ; more miff,- eld)nornitht without chattering and without any
toasibility of the iron being forced buck lirtern1 gajo.tnient mothrient for tiny well.grotind cotter: n homily mode ...did with the
Plane, comfortable to hold and btinging :be hand near the work. Besides the wood cushioning for the handle, the
Plane is made virtually in three pieces—the stock, the cutter and the screen.' There ore to. small parts to drop out
rind
lost, the handle is not liable to be broken by ordinary accidents., the liability to derangement and the necessity for new parts is obviated. The adjustment by the screw is "lire,. positire and susceptible of the efas,,,, possible
variation, of cutting.
Its exceeding simplicity will be appreciated when it is noticed the it has only one third
the number of parts of any other Plane is the market, while some of the best known Planes have six times the number of pieces
liable to displacement and injury. We CHALLENGE the production of a Pinny to compete with it in any of the itnpirtant re•
quisites of strength, durability, simplicity in form aud action, light weight, solidity. accuracy in adjustment, freedom from
breakage and derangement, comfort and ease in list. and real coanoniy.
FOR

TOWER &

SALE

BY

THE HARDWARE TRADE.

LYON, Marlon's, 95 Chambers St., New York.

Dan Blackhurst has reported a. Baileytroe iron jack plane in his collection. It
does not have any identification except the
logo as shown. This probably represents
H ?
Tool Co. Dan has seen a similar
trade mark used by the Ohio Tool Co. 7-.7
Thus, he suspects that his jack plane
was made by the Ohio Tool Co. under a private
brand for the H ?
Tool Co. If anyone has
more information as to the identity of this
company we would appreciate hearing of it.

Sizes of Stanley Bed Rock Planes

STANLEY INSTRUCTION MANUALS
Newly Reprinted
RI
R2
R3
R4
R5
Rh

No. 45 Combination Plane
No. 50 Light Comb. Plane
No. 55 Universal Plane
No. 193 Fiber Bd. Plane
No. 386 Jointer Gauge
Set I Each of above manuals

S2.50 Postpaid
S2.50 Postpaid
S2.50 Postpaid
S2.50 Postpaid
S1.50 Postpaid
58.00 Postpaid

Tom Witte has reprinted several Stanley
Instruction Booklets which will be of interest
to many members. They are well-done & worth
having. Available from Tom Witte, Box 399,
Mattawan, Mich. 0071.

A Solid One-Piece Plane
this statement, that it is
O F acourse,
one-piece plane, should not be
taken in any absolute sense.

EACH

NO.

602
603
604

6043

Smooth,
Smooth,
Smooth.
Smooth,

7 inches in Length, ih inch Cutter...52
2
S inches in Length. tX, inch Cutteceinches in Length, 2 inch Cutter.... 2
Cutter....
2
to inches in Length, 2Y; inch

16
30
50
90

Such a plane could hardly be adjustable, whereas, the " Bed Rock "
has more adjustments than any
plane ever produced.
The picture
shows a front
view of a

"B ed
Rock"
plane.

NO.

605
605.34
606
607
609

EACH

inch Cutter... S2
74 inches in Length. 2
Jact,
Jack,
is inches in Length. 23( inch Cutter.... 3
Fore,
IS inches in Length. 23i inch Cutter.... 3
Jointer, 12 inches in Length. 24i inch Cutter.... 4
Jointer, 24 inches in Length, zys inch Cutter.... 5

90
25
50
20
00

The Stanley

Note the
name on the
Cap.

"Bed Rock"

Bob Kaune has done a nice job of reprinting a Stanley Rule & Level Co. pamphlet,
"Bed Roce A New Plane, c. 1900-01. Two
sample pages are reproduced here. It contains 12 pares that are well-illustrated.
Available @ $2.00 p.p. from the publisher
Bob Kaune, 511 W. 11th St., Port Angeles,
Wash. 98362.

